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Eventually, the Soviet Government
began issuing its first maps of the
city for public dissemination. These
maps, however, were extremely sche
matic and--except for a few tourist
landmarks such

to

dent sites. This is the story of how
the CIA developed this map to fill a
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merely reflected the extreme postwar
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the thousands of new residents who

rapidly increasing

accurate, is

catefull~r designed these crude maps
to prevent foreign intelligence organi
zations from collecting any useful
information.
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this State Department
requirement for a detailed street map
of a major capital city, whose popula
tion numbered more than 6 million
inhabitants in 1959 and which was

Satisfying

continuing
This lack affected others beside

were

more

security establishment

the

Embassy. The lack was a nuisance
and a time-wasting impediment to
Embassy personnel activities. When
the Soviet Government finally agreed
to allow diplomatic personnel to
drive, the need for

having

explanations

second, clearly the
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accident reports involving US
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useful for accurately locating the acci
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to
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exceeded CIA™s normal map refer
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by all three divisions of
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ing the same inconveniences. To
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vant Russian, Soviet, and captured
German Army maps of Moscow.
These resource materials were then
assessed jointly by the USSR
Branches of the Cartography and
Geography Divisions, and a produc
tion program was developed that
required full-time assignments of sev
eral cartographic and geographic
research specialists, working as a
closely knit team.
The cartographic team members
applied their technical skills to com
pile and draft precisely the locations
and alignments of literally thousands
of Moscow's streets. (Their work
eventually became the numerous
color separation plates needed by
CIA's reproduction facility to print
the final map product.) The Russian
language and area expertise of the
geographers was used to comb Rus
sian textual materials, to translate
relevant information on the extent of
wartime damage and postwar recon
struction, and to transliterate each
Russian street name from the Cyrillic
to the Latin alphabet.

A New Map
This concentrated collaborative
research and technical effort resulted
in the publication of the first useful
postwar map of the central Moscow
area in 1953. Subsequent editions
covered a larger city area and incor
porated numerous refinements. For
example, the back of the map pro
vided an alphabetical list of street
names and information such as the
location of embassies, principal gov
ernment buildings, subway stations,
and other landmark features. To
help users locate these features, each
item on this list was keyed to a geo
metric grid that was overprinted on
the face of the maps. The printed
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Gradually, however, the presence
and availability of the map appeared
to be accepted by Soviet security.
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substantial.
The map underwent a
change in 1974, when

source

planning jour
nals and newspapers provided
descriptions and sketches of newly
completed housing and transporta
tion facilities.
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other national
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had neither the time
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ment™s
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speed the labor-intensive updat
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requirements. The single-sheet
map2 continued to be produced, but
it was also cut into 60 small rectangu
lar segments and assembled into a
spiral-bound pocketbook. The inner
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part of the city was covered
additional map segments at

by 10
a larger

Moscow

Olympics

scale. To facilitate reference, the seg
ments were preceded by two index

produced Moscow Street Guide
remained by far the best map of the

maps and

city.
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expertise helped the Intelligence
Community identify previously
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In its 1974 and 1980 national map-
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The maps provided a wealth of detail
on the street names and alignments
and the building (house) numbering
system. They also located individual

ground
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Congress on Surveying
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of events, CIA is
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course

ramps on the Moscow Ring Road,
the automobile beltway that encir

American

not
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porary versions of the CIA map a
certificate of merit for outstanding

producing detailed city maps. The
production of its Moscow map, how
ever, was a logical and necessary
response to a unique basic intelli
gence gap on a priority intelligence
target at a particularly critical time.
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achievement in cartographic designf
in the city plan category. In 1989,
the Soviet Government finally issued
250,000 copies of a detailed paper
back edition of a Moscow map,
Moskva: Atlas Turista. The effective
and influence of the CIA map
product can be gauged from the fact
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The first edition of the

pocketbook

that the Soviet

had 140 pages. The 1980 version,
which included the location of gas

stations, auto-repair stations, and
active churches, was 203 pages. The

larger scale map of Central Moscow
was expanded to 60 separate seg
ments.
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increasing influx of
foreign tourists, especially during the
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1. The choice of this channel was gov
erned largely by the fact that the

Department had transferred to
CIA the map collection and produc
tion assets that State inherited from
the dissolution of the OSS. This
transfer provided that these mapping
assets would continue to be available
State

service State™s

It facilitated establishment of secu

to

rity policy guidelines for using

area

satellite

photography in
intelligence products.

Over the years, contemporary Soviet
schematic maps of Moscow gradually

incorporated

is

The creation 0f the Moscow map
had the following long-term benefits:
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ful detail. The
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helped in the development of a
unique DDI expertise on Moscow
that significantly supported various
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planning for President Nixon™s visit
to
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June-July
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